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I value very much indeed the opportunity which you have given
me to say a few viords on the subject of "The International Control of
Atomic Energp•'• This is a subject which I think has become of tran-
scendent importance in the relations between nations and in fact I would
venture the opinion that the development of .a satisfactory solution to
this acute problem and the institution of a-)nronriate safeguards are
among the indispensable conditions for the establishment and maintenance
of stable peace throughout the world .

The first stop towards the creation of an international agree-
ment for the control of atomic energy was made very shortly after the
termination of the war by the 'United States, Great Britain and Canada,
the three countries which w ere associated in the wartime pro ject . The
Washington declaration on atomic energy issued on 15 November 1945, by
President Truman, Prime &.i : ,ister Attlee and Prime Iüinister Mackenzie
King recognized the need for an international agreement and proposed as a
natter of great urgency the settin6 up of a Commission under the United
Eations to study the problem and to make recommendations for its control .

These discussions were followed by a meeting of the Foreign
Linisters in YoscoR in December, 1945, at which the Washington proposals
were endorsedo At the meeting of the General Assembly on 24 3anuar y
1946 in London, the United Nations Atomic Energy Commission was established
by unanimous resolution ,

The Commission, comnosed of delegates from each country
represented on the Security Council, as well as Canada when Canada is
not a member of the Council , was charged with making specific proposals,
among other matters "for the control of atomic energy to the e=tent
necessary to ensure its use only for peaceful purposes" t and "for
effective safeguards by way of inspection and other means to protect
complying states against the hazards of violations and evasions• "

When the Commission first met in Law York in Junee 1946e it
was presented with two different plais for the contro l of aton►ic eaergy,
one proposed by the United States and the other by the Soviet IInion .
The United State s proposals generally resembled those outlined in the
Acheson-Lilienthal Report o which had been released in the United States
a few months previouslye It called for the formation of an International
Atomic Development Authority, which would foster beneficial uses of
atomic energy and would control atomic activities in all nations either
by direct ownership q management or supervision # in the case of activities
Potentially dangerous to world security s or by a licensing and inspection
system in the case of other activities e Th is system of control would be
set up by stages and after it was in operation # the manufacture of atomic
bombs would stop . 2sisting borabs would be disposed ofq and the world
authority would be given information reg the production of atomic


